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Introduction
Bridge cranes Me among the most useful
machines in many branches of modem industry.
Using standard hooks or other specialized damping devices, they can lift, transport, discharge,
and stack a variety of loads.
Gear technology progress has always been
influential to advances in bridge crane design,
allowing lighter and more productive cranes.
Many bevel-helical gear units are employed in
the traveling drives of big industrial bridge
cranes, as they form compact packages with couplings, brakes and electric motors that other gear
units do not allow for.
A sketch of a typical individual wheel traveling drive is shown in Figure I, with the electric
prime mover (a) and the gear unit (b), with II usual
hollow low-speed shaft (c). The gear unit is
mounted on a floating base (d), common with the
prime mover. All the aggregate pivots are on the
low-speed shaft, which is vertically fixed at the
other end to the crane framework by means of
elastic blocks (e). The flexible coupling between
the prime mover main shaft and the gear unit i a
high-speed shaft mat is usually combined with a
drum brake (f).
In a number of cranes, frequent failures of
travel 'bevel gears pose a difficult problem for
(I)
(a)

(d)

Fig. I-Typical bridge crane traveling drive.
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maintenance. Open discussions have raised questions about the necessary service or application
factor to avoid such failures and the associated
downtime. Recommendations found in prestigious sources give application factor values
from as low as 1.1 to ashigh as 3.0. In many gear
unit catalogs, the crane traveling drive selection
refers to the manufacturer, giving no other guidance to crane designers or plant maintenance
engineers.
This paper focuses on the origin of the troubles experienced witb the standard, general purpose bevel-helical gear units used in the traveling
drives of medium and large size bridge cranes,
according to the author's theoretical research and
practical experience.
Nature or the Failures
Failures of crane traveling drives are usually
of a 'catastrophic character, with the sudden fracture of one or several teeth in the bevel gear, ordinarily in the high-speed stage in the gear unit.
The above-mentioned failures are very difficult to anticipate, because time between failures
(Ref. 2) behaves chaotically. Sometimes the gear
works well for a relatively long period, in the
order of several weeks, and sometimes the gear
breaks down after a few minutes of work,
Such an irregular pattern of failure is usually
associated with mechanical resonance. But even a
detailed analysis of the bevel gear vibration
behavior in crane bridge traveling gear units generally shows no resonance at all in the gear mesh.
This fact may be highly misleading to an engineering researcher trying to. find theorigin of the
above-mentioned troubles,
However, the bevel gear mesh is not the sale
elastoinertial system related to the high-speed
stage of tbe gear unit. Most important, according
to our findings, is the elastoinertial system comprised of gear unit's high-speed shaft and halfcoupling, including the brake drum (Fig. 2)..For
the sake of brevity, (fie elastoinertiat system con-

stiruted by the gear una's high-speed shaft. and
ltaJf-collpli,ng with. brake drumi . referred to from
now on as the haft/coupling
ystem,
to fact. almost. all ofthe torsional elastic compliances of the haft/coupling system belong to,
the shaft. This is because of the much bigger
diameterand shorter axjallellglh of the ha1f~COI:Iplingand its attached brake drum. Therefore, it
can be easily shown that

High-Speed
Shaft
,

H.alf-Coupling with Brake :Drum
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is the half-coupling's elastic compliance.

Fig. 2-ElastoinertiDl

All elastic compliances in (1) and after are given
in radl(N·m),
according to the International
System of units. S1.
On the other aand.al~ost
aU of the moments
of inertia of the s:haftlcoupling system relative to
its rotational axis belong to the half-coupling and
its attached brake drum. This i.s due to the very
small diameter of 'the haft as compared with the
brake drum. There~o;e, it can be easily hownthat
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All moments of inertia in '(2) and after are given.
in kg.m2, according to the Intematienal System of
units, 51.
Being an elastoinertial system with. almost
lumped (concentrated)
parameters,
including
ollly one elastic element and only one inertial. element,the
main proper frequency f E of the
shaft/coupling
syst m can be assessed by the
well-known expression
f.E =
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I!igl,-speed shaft ,and haJf-coupling.
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factor foT' ,a bevel gear.

Under the excitation of the pul ating pinion
torque, the shaft/coupling system d velop 'Iorsional vibrations, which are uperimpo ed on the
otherwise smooth velocitypr'Oft1e of the gear unit
high-speed shaft. The severity of such torslenal
vibration is higher when 'the mesh frequency of
the bevel gear approaches. the proper frequency of
lite shaft/coupling system.
The degree of mutual approach of the above
mentioned frequencies governing the vibratory
process can be quantified by 'the tuning factor,
given by 'lbe relation

I

Proper fiieql.lency in (3) and after is given in Hz,
accol'dimg to the International System of units, S1.
The resistive torque at the gear unit's highspeed pinien (Fig. 2) has a pulsation with a frequency equal to the me b frequency of the high
speed gear, given by the relation
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The tuning factor in (5) and after is a non-dimensional quantity, as long as both frequencies are
given in the same units,

According to widely recognized practice (Ref ..
system i .in at state of re 0-

3, 6),. an dasto:inertial
nance u
Whe:re
is prime mover' rotational! frequency.
is high peed pinion' number of teeth.
Both mesh and rotational frequencies in (4) and
after are given in Hz. according to tile
International System of units. SI. Meanwhile. the
!lumber of teeth i considered non-dimensional
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As the traveling drive operates under variable
speed, the tuning factor of the sh.afucoupl ing system sweeps a range of values. According to the
commandgjven
by the crane operator, the tuning
factor staya stochastically in one or another value
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during a certain time.
iff enough time is spent under condition (6),
the amplitude of the pulsating t.orque can reach
high values. Such high values can develop low
cycle volumetric fatigue damage on the teeth of
the bevel geM, leading to its quick fracture.
The overload imposed by the resonance effect
can be expressed (RJefs. 2, 3, 5) by means of an
application factor

KA. '"

I

(7)
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Where

~.is the factor of viscous damping.
The factor of viscous damping in (7) and
after is given in (N'm)lHz, according to the
International System of units, SI. The application factor, as it is well known, is a non-dimensional magnitnde,
There isa moderate degree of viscous damping
duetooil film in th.e gear mesh and rolling bearings, as well as from the internal friction of the
elastomeric element in the coupling. Therefore,
critical damping in the shaft/coupling system is
assumed. Such condition. is the ~imitbetween light
and heavy viscous damping ..Critical damping is
present when relation (8),holds

=

(8)

The values of the application factor KA. under
the assumption (8) are plotted as a function of
the tuning factor in Figure 3. It is interesting to
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note that when tbe tuning factor equals unity,
the application factor reaches its maximum value
K A mil'{ = 3.14
,(9)
That is, the torque transmitted by the bevel pair
of the gear unit can reach a value more than
triple the nominal, enough to fracture its teeth if
no. ample streogth has been left.
In conformiry with this result, the service
factor of 3.0 according to AGMA 60l0-F97
(Ref, I) appears adequate even when resonance
is present Therefore, to dimension a bridge
traveling gear unit fora
bulletproof quick:
design, or for an emergency overhaul, a service
factor with the value of 3.0 could be used, but
obviouslyat a cost.

On the lnftuence of Motor Controllees
Many of the failures in the high-speed bevel
gears of crane bridge traveling drives appeared
after the advent of the solid-state variable speed
controllers far the electric prime mover'S. These
controllers yield an almost constant torque at
the prime mover main shaft during the starting
period, suppressingthe strong saw-tooth torque
ripple characteristic of the prime movers under
the older magnetic controllers.
AppaJ'ently, a number of crane designers
shortly after being acquainted with the new
high-technology motor controllers, began to
discard the old hydrodynamic clutches (the socaned hydraulic couplings) from the traveling
drives of new design as an unnecessary piece of
hardware. Consequently, the connection between prime mover and gear umt was effected
by means of a simple flexible coupling, normally combined with a drum brake.
However, no flexible coupling bas the strong
viscous damping characteristic of hydrodynamic clutches, which do. not allow for high values
of resonance loads .. Let the increase in viscous
damping of the elastoinertial system due to the
intrnduction of a hydrodynamic clutch beestimated conservatively
as twofold. Then, as
Figure 4 shows, the maximum value of the corresponding application factor will be under 1.7,
This result can justify the service factors
from ].5 to' 2.0 given by certain manufacturers
for bridge travel gear units, presupposingthe
use of hydraulic clutches. However. many times
very similar values are recommended without
any other necessary condition.
Therefore, to avoid unexpected problems, it
is suggested that the replacement of hydraulic
clutches with ordinary flexible couplings in drives with modern motor controllers should be

undertaken ,only ,after 3) dynamic analysis of the
shaft/coupling :system.

Suggestions to Manufacturers
AGMA standards poin.t to the application
engineer as responsible for an overall system
design that avoids operation at resonance.
Neverthelessvgear unit manufacturers can abo
take some basic measures to avoid near :resonance operation of speed reducers 'equipped
with standard drum brakes tIiIatare typical of
crane traveling bridge drives.
There are two cemplementary cbaracteristics
:in a non resonant-prone gear unit for crane travel drives: Minimum elastic compliance of the
pmion shaft and minimum mesh frequency of
'!.he'bevel gear.
Both characterisecs
tend to decrease the
value 'of the application factor as given by (7),.A
shorter and 'oversize diameter high-speed shaft.
allowed by an improved bearing design, seems
Ito be a practical. way to attain, thefirst characsen tic. A high-speed pinion with a smaller
DUmber of teeth, allowed by a special design of
the bevel gear, seems to achieve Ithe second
characterislic.
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Solutions for Existing Systems
On the user side, tile instaUation of Ilew gear
units with a 3,.0 service factor may be too costly
and beyond the possibilities of existing travel
drive sysl,em:s without a major overhaul.
However, there are three complementary modifi.cations rhat can be done to an existing crane
travel drive to improve its resonance behavior:
W.Minimize the compliance ofthe pinion shaft.
2. Mjnimize the mesh frequency of the bevel gear.
3. Minimize the moment of inertia of the highspeed shatt half-coupling.
AU three modificatien tend to decrease the
value of the application factor as gilven by (7),..
The first and second modification
can be
achieved by the same ways suggested iill the former cction,at onlya fraction of the co t of at
new gear unit. To minimize the moment of inertia of the sha:ft/coupling system. a simple solution is to invert the flexible coupling, as shown
in Figure 5. This way, thehigh-speed
shaft of
the gear unit receives the smaUer half-coupling
(a), with a. minimum moment. of inertia, as it
lack. Ithe brake drum (b).

A PracticaEExample
A major industrial enterprise in Soutll
America has two, special-purpose
traveling
bridge cranes, each with a total mas-s of W
65
tons, working around-the-clock in a pit-furnace
building. The bridge traveling drives for the
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.Fig. ~lnven;ion

~fjlexiblecoll-pling.

mdividual motoring wheels of each crane were
composed as follows:
1. A slip ring Ale induction electric motor with
a nominal power of 25 kW at a ri>tational frequencyof [9 Hz (1,[40 min-I), under an operating regime S3 25%.
2. A solid-stateelectronic controller forlhe eleetric motor, which regulates speed and torque
through stator tension and rotor resistance.
3. A bevel-helical three- uage gear u~t, with a
nominal ratio of W:71. and a main stage center
distance of 200' mm,
4. A flexible coupling between motor and gear
'unjt combined with a drum brake. The gear unit.
bill-coupling carried the brake dRJm.
TliIecrane designers selected these gear units
using a service factor of t5, as proposed in the
NO\l,EIoIBER/DECEIoIB'ER
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Table 2-Dynamic

data

or Ute modified drives.
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high-speed p.inion was devised to tit the same
gear unit case without any change.
The dy-namic data of the modified shaftlcoupling system are found in Table 2, which shows
that due to the reduction of the mesh frequency
and the sharp elevation of the proper frequency,
the tuning factor now covers a much smaller
range. Therefore, the maximum value of the
application factor has fallen to only 1.15.
Thanks to the reengineered high-speed state,
the former high rate of bevel gear failures went
to zero. Tbis was accomplished at 20% of the
cost of new, biggergear units ized to operate
with a 3.0 service factor. Now. after four years
of field experience, tile solntionhas proved its
effectiv·eness.O
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technical catalog of the manufacturer. However,
justa few weeksafter plant start-up, there were
serious troubles with broken teeth in the highspeed stages of the gear units. Time between
failures ranged tocha:sticaUy from 15 days to [5
minutes. It made no difference if spare parts
came from the original. equipment manufacturer
or from other source .
After a eries of attempts by different
expert. the problem remained unsolved. The
crane manufacturer proposed new gear units
sized according to a 3.0 ervice factor. The
author was subsequenUy caned-in by the company as an independent advisor.
Under author's counsel. in-depth research
into the dynamic of the original drives was performed. The most important results are given in
Table L The meth ds and techniques used in
this research are described above.
As can be seen in Table 1. the sbaftlcoupling
system of the original gear units operated welt
deep in the conventional resonance zone, which
covered no more than 24% of all the operating
range of travel speeds .. Consequently, the bevel
gear received strong loads. up to 3.14 times the
nominal, according to an unpredictable program
that led to tooth fractures after a short period of
time. The solution had a five-point strategy as
follow:
1. A new bevel. gear pair was designed and manufactured. with fewer teeth in the pinion, to
lower the mesh frequency.
2. An optimum pinion designallowed a bigger
diameter shaft 1.0 increase the system's proper
frequency.
3.. The brake drum was transferred to the motor
shaft to increase the system's proper frequency.
4. The [lew bevel gear pair desig-n was optimized
for durability and strengtll (Refs. 4. 5,. 7) using
the same materials and within the same space.
5. A stronger taper roller bearing support lor the
30'
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GlleasonOpens New
Tech SupportICenter
Gleason Corporation has announced

the opening of its new technical support
center at 46850 Magellan Drive. Novi,
Michigan. This facility will bring an
array of gear manufacturing
support
services '10 cu tomers in lhe Michigan
and Western Ohio regions,
The new facility place many gear
manufacturing solutions and ervices in
close proximity to the important Detroit
marketplace, and help ,ensure
that
Gleason's customers will receive fast,
hands-on
respon es to their needs.
Gleason customer
w.ill have increased
local acce s to comprehensive trainiog
resource ; process and application engineering
support;
tool management
including, in some areas, pick-up and
delivery; spare parts inventories and Onsite service per onnel to help reduce
repair and maintenance downtime.

West Industries Becomes United
Gear and Assem'bly Inc.
On September
I, 2000,. We t
Industries
of Hudson, Wisconsin,
a
United Stars Company, became United
Gear & Assembly Inc. (UGA), a worldclass manufacturer
of gears. shafts,
assem:blie and heat-treating operations,
The company reputation was buill on
their responsiveness to. customers, satisfying customer requirements and working successfully within narrow shipping
windows, UGA meets specific market
conditions by util ..izing techniques that
respond to. customer orders with. zero
rejects and zero turn-around.
UGA has added new facility
improvement
and service
available
from: a single source. With the ability and
experience for additional value-added
processes, UGA is committed to continuous improvement with their manufacturing system and with customers' parts
a:mdcomponents. UGA offers a totally
integrated supply source, including engi-

[leering, machining. heat-treating .. plating. assembly and a quality assurance
structure demanded by the marketplace.

years of processing experience for customer broach and gear manufacturing
needs around the world.

IEmersonConsolidates Gearing
Brands Under EPT Operations

New Managing Directorlar
Sumitomo C-yc:loEurope

Emerson Power
Transmission (EPI).,
of Ithaca, New York,
has completed
the
consolidation
of
Emerson's
gearing
brand
under the
EPT organization, Effective September
I., 2000, EFT adds the US Gearmotor
brand of gearing products to its already
extensive gearing portfolio. Other brands
include: Browning brand helical, bevel
and planetary speed reducers and gearmotors, and Morse brand worm gear
reducers and miter boxes.
According to Bill Boggess, vice
president. of strategic planning for EPI,
"This will enable the US Motors organization to focusall its efforts on electric
motors, and EPT to focus oa all gearing
and other power transmission products.
Additionally, it. enables Emerson to provide an enhanced support team to serve
all of our gearing customers more efficiently,"

Nations,1Broach &: Machine
Becomes N!achi Machining

Techno:logy
National Broach and Machine Co.,
the manufacturer of Red Ring® prodUC1S, a world leader ill broaching, gear
manufacturing, mil forming equipment
and tooling. i changing its name to
Naehi Machining Technology Co. The
Red Ring® trademark will be retained.
Nachihas worldwide manufacturing
facilities and service support offices with
aver 6,800 employees. Beside broach
and gear manufacturing tools and equipment. Naehi is also known for the manufacture of specialty steels, cutting tools,
robotics, hydraulics. bearings. heat treatment equipment and specialty machines.
National Broach and Machine Co.
bas been a part of the Nachi family since
199]. Together, Nachi and National
Broach and Machine share over 140

Worldwide power transmi sion special ist Surmtomo Heavy Industries has
appointed Mike McCalln as managing
director at its European subsidiary.
Sumi.tomo Cydo .Europe. The move is
notable because it is the first lime a
European has taken full control ince the
Japanese gear giant bought the company
from its former German owners in 1993.
McCann originally joined the company in 1998 as sale and marketing
director, moving from UK competitor.
David Brown Radicon. He takes over
from Fuminori "Frank" Miyoslli. who is
returning to Japan to take a senior position in lbkyo after seven successful
years in Europe and six years previou to
that withlheir American sister company
in Chesapeake, Virginia.

Odds and Ends
AS~ Machinery Company has been
named me exclusive ales rep for Korean
hobber
manufacturer.
Jeil
Heavy
Industries. • Steve K. Peterson i the new
Vice President
of Sales, Midwest
Regionv for SU America, Inc. • ArtIS
Corporation has announced a joint venture wi.lli NN Wnc. to manufacture plastic
gears and components for office automation equipment and industrial applications in Guadalajara, Mexico. • Multi.Arc and Bernex we coming together
under one name: Ionlsond, Ine., which
will be a provider of PVD and CVD
coating services and equipment 0
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